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CASE STUDY



HelloFresh delivers 10% more conversions and reduces cost per acquisition with Google Attribution HelloFresh delivers meal kits with carefully selected ingredients to home cooks. The concept is catching on in both the American and European markets, and HelloFresh wants to continue to grow by winning new customers. To accomplish this, HelloFresh adopted Google Attribution to gain a better understanding of the entire customer journey and optimize its bids, budgets and keywords. Karl Villanueva, Head of Paid Search & Display, sees a range of advantages to this approach, and he can already measure concrete successes.



About HelloFresh • Delivers meal kits with carefully selected ingredients for home cooks



• Headquartered in Berlin, Germany and



operating in North America and Europe



Goals • Gain a better understanding of the entire customer journey



“We want to understand the whole path, not just evaluate the final click.”



• Evaluate all digital marketing interactions



“As a global company, we aim to recognize trends early and implement any necessary steps,” explains Villanueva. For example, HelloFresh implemented a “mobile first” approach years ago. “With Google Attribution we wanted to understand what people are looking at and whether they’re using their phone, tablet or desktop PC,” he continues.



• Increase channel effectiveness and efficiency



With Google Attribution, he was able to do just that. Google Attribution can measure the customer journey across devices and channels — from banner advertising on price search engines to online video platforms. They accomplished this without additional tagging because Google Attribution combines data from AdWords and Google Analytics.



based on their actual impact on conversions



Approach • Switched to data-driven attribution using Google Attribution



• Fully automated bidding in AdWords based on cross-channel and cross-device attributed values



Results • 10% more overall conversions • 6% decrease in overall cost per acquisition (CPA)



Data-driven attribution HelloFresh was able to easily switch to data-driven attribution. In contrast to a last-click model, a data-driven model uses machine learning to determine the impact of each step on the final conversion – from the first click to the last click. “One of the biggest benefits of this process, for me, is how it changes the way we think. It lets us understand the whole path; not just to pay attention to the last click, but to also evaluate each relevant previous step,” says Villanueva.



Simple integration



“This behavior shows us that it pays off to invest



In day-to-day work it's easy to see how Google Attribution makes marketing operations more efficient. “We’re simply faster at identifying cross-channel effects and we can give better feedback to the different departments,” says Villanueva. Previously it was not possible to implement a fully automated bidding integration with AdWords. With Google Attribution it can be accomplished with just a few clicks.



keywords. The opportunities are completely dif-



Which marketing touch points lead to a conversion?



more budget in search and to ramp up certain ferent from what they would be if we just focused on the last click before a conversion. When people start their search, they’re often on the go and using their smartphone. But the final acquisition is still often made with a desktop PC.” – Karl Villanueva, Head of Paid Search & Display, HelloFresh



HelloFresh also increased conversions from upper- and mid-funnel keywords, advertising touch points that happened near the start of a customer journey. These touch points are especially important for HelloFresh’s growth ambitions since they allow the brand to reach new customers. Potential new customers often become aware of HelloFresh through generic search queries like “grocery stores near me.” Further down the funnel, search queries become more specific when users are already aware of HelloFresh’s service. With this context, HelloFresh was able to optimize their campaigns accordingly, including their keyword portfolio, bids and budgets. The results prove the positive impact of moving to data-driven attribution. “With the help of Google Attribution we managed to increase overall conversions by 10%,” says Villanueva. In the same time period, overall cost per acquistion (CPA) decreased by 6%. HelloFresh saw that 18% more conversion paths were influenced by upper-funnel keywords, and the influence of AdWords search ads on organic search increased by 45% above average. Villanueva concludes, “We will continue to leverage the insights of Google Attribution to drive performance of our marketing campaigns, in particular AdWords.”



About Google Attribution Google Attribution helps you measure the impact of your marketing across multiple channels and across multiple devices. Integrations with Google tools make Attribution easy to setup and make it easy to take action to improve your marketing. For more information, visit g.co/attribution © 2018 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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HelloFresh delivers 10% more conversions and ... Services






Evaluate all digital marketing interactions based on their actual impact on conversions. â€¢ Increase channel effectiveness and efficiency. Approach. â€¢ Switched to data-driven attribution using. Google Attribution. â€¢ Fully automated bidding in AdWords based on cross-channel and cross-device attributed values. Results. 
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Autobytel increases conversions by more than 10 ... Services 

has developed a deep understanding of the automotive path to purchase. The team also understands that the way its target audience researches purchases is evolving. As of 2013, mobile traffic represents over 20 percent of their overall site traffic. â
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Jobs2Careers Doubles Conversions and Increases ... Services 

Jobs2Careers is a job search engine that provides applicants with easy access to everything from small jobs to big careers. Named the second fastest-growing HR company by Inc., the brand uses a variety of innovative targeting techniques and proprieta
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cross-device conversions Services 

when including cross-device data. To get started with cross-device conversions, just use conversion tracking, and once enough data has been collected, conversions will appear in AdWords reporting columns. Let Google help you measure the moments that 
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cross-device conversions Services 

The consumer journey has become fragmented into micro-moments that span multiple devices and media types. Advertisers across the world and in different industries have seen an uplift in conversions when they include cross-device data. Take a look at 
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AccuWeather delivers enhanced value to ... Services 

Everybody talks about the weather, but AccuWeather does something about it. The company brings real-time weather news and information to more than a billion people worldwide through its website and popular suite of apps. In 2015, AccuWeather was rank
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AccuWeather delivers enhanced value to ... - Services 

AccuWeather uses DFP to manage and serve ads across its entire website, while Analytics 360 helps it understand user behavior on its website. Before linking these two ... AccuWeather real-time visibility to the next level of campaign performance insi
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MercadoLibre delivers audience precision in ... Services 

To give their advertisers access to premium audiences, MercadoLibre used Google Analytics 360 to turn its first party ... Using the data sets, MercadoLibre set up Programmatic Guaranteed deals in DoubleClick for Publishers that ... Across all deal ty
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MercadoLibre delivers audience precision in ... Services 

And it's not just Guaranteed deals that ... easy to use, and makes data accessible for everyone so the â€œahaâ€� moments are simple to discover and share.
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HalloweenCostumes.com sees mobile conversions ... Services 

ability to serve a personalized, hyper-relevant ad to an increasing number of mobile customers in the Halloween space.â€� â€œ Moving into mobile on the PLA platform ... this new model enabled us to optimize on a category and product level that has a 
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TransUnion reduces costs and improves conversions with ... - Services 

credit profile changes, and protect against identity theft-related issues. TransUnion wanted to find more customers while reducing waste in search and display campaigns. ... a credit application; and converted users. Splitting the audience this way a
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Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls ... Services 

Adorama is one of America's largest photo retailers and mail-order suppliers. ... added Google Product Listing Ads (PLAs) in mid-2011. The company's strategy for long-term investment in PLAs depended on the ad format being at least as effective ... W
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1 more 1 less 10 more 10 less.pdf 

Then, erase the. numbers and repeat, or call another student over to work with. (Note: The. super, thin Page Protectors erase best.) You or the student picks a number from the box below and puts it in the red. box located in the middle. The student w
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Netflorist's mobile advertising delivers a return on ... - Services 

advertiser with the majority of traffic coming from mobile, the company wanted to develop a better understanding of the effect of mobile advertising on the business through all different channels. NetFlorist used Google's Full Value of Mobile Calcula
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Hotel Ã€mbit's Google Hotel Ads Campaign Delivers 2465 ... - Services 

Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. As a family-owned property with 36 rooms, Barcelona's Hotel Ã€mbit is a small c
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Hotel Ã€mbit's Google Hotel Ads campaign delivers 2465 ... - Services 

availability using Google Search. The team then optimised the campaign using a cost-per-click model. The benefits of the approach far exceeded expectations: the conversion rate from Hotel Ads is 9.5%, delivering a return on ad spend of 2,465%. The fo
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Lesson 4.3: Conversions and Calculator 

Page 1. Lesson 4.3: Conversions and Calculator. To convert from UNIT to UNIT: [ number units in units ]. Examples: [ 212F in C ]. [ 400 yards in miles ]. [ 32C in F ]. [ 23 bushels in quarts ]. [ 2 inches in Angstroms ]. Caution: It won't tell you wh
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Vivastreet's AdWords conversions jump by 34 ... - Services 

The company has a mobile site and app, but had not advertised on mobile before this year. A focus on the moments ... enhanced campaigns as an opportunity to start mobile advertising. Enhanced campaigns are designed for ... Constantin Aubree, Head of 
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Manage APIs more securely and efficiently Services 

The Apigee API Platform provides cohesive API management across clouds and data centers with greater security, visibility, and control â€” so you can focus on your business, not your infrastructure. Manage APIs more securely and efficiently. Related 
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Google Tag Manager 360 offers GoPro more control and ... - Services 

Custom tracking pixels. GoPro manages tags at the speed of business. About GoPro. â€¢ GoPro makes incredibly popular wearable and gear-mountable cameras and digital devices. â€¢ Headquarters: San Mateo, California. â€¢ www.gopro.com. Goals. â€¢ Organ
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Manage APIs more securely and efficiently - Services 

The Apigee API Platform provides cohesive API management across clouds and data centers with greater security, visibility, and control â€” so you can focus on your business, not your infrastructure. Manage APIs more securely and efficiently. Related 
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REVOLVEclothing.com reaches more fashion ... Services 

A shift to mobile. Virtual style destination REVOLVEclothing.com has long used Google Product. Listing Ads (PLAs) to attract online shoppers looking for the latest fashions. Realizing that their consumers are increasingly shopping from mobile devices
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Manage content more effectively - Services 

Teams create and collaborate on thousands of documents, spreadsheets, and presentations every day. Google. Drive offers powerful, easy-to-use tools to help you manage all of this content more securely and efficiently, while retaining control over you
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Snapdeal.com builds more valuable customer ... Services 

Google Apps for Business has provided us with so much more productivity than we could ever have asked for. In a mobile and dynamic work environment such as ours, being able to work on the go means that work is not disrupted when we are out for meetin
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